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About This Game

CLICK LEGENDS is an Endless Dungeon Clicker/Management/Incremental game full of Legendary Heroes, a vast
variety of enemies, and Epic Battles!

KEY FEATURES

Decimate your Enemies with a combination of Clicking and passive Damage!

 HEALTH! Click to heal your heroes, and use health potions to try to get to the next level!

Every time you rebirth you "Affinity" to a different hero and play as them for that run through. This gives that hero a
buff to their DPS and better chances of finding their gear.

Unlock, Level up, and RANK Legendary Heroes!

Find crazy equipment for the heroes that give you temporary buffs while you're playing.

Empower your Heroes to make them even stronger, Ranking them up.

 Each REBIRTH Grants you an AFFINITY with your Hero. This makes you play that Hero and they get an increase in
DPS and bonuses to finding Equipment.
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 Each Rebirth randomizes the Hero's Skills! This means you can change up your strategy each rebirth!

Click IDOLS for extra bonuses.

Complete Collections and Trophies.

NO in-game money store.

AUTOCLICKERS can be found to rest your tired clicking fingers!

EARN Soul Stones to power up your gameplay!

Most of all! Kick enemy behinds!

Like many other Clicker genre games, in Click Legends you click things! Click the enemy to deal damage, click your
Hero to heal him or her, click heroes to level them up, click sparklies to add to your collection, click Treasure Chests
that spawn on your screen, click Monster Drops that grant you experience! So many things to click!
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Title: Click Legends
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
MadLabyrinthStudios, LadyMischief
Publisher:
Mad Labyrinth Studios LLC
Release Date: 29 May, 2019
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From the same engine of God-Awe-Full Clicker. It really has the same feel. This is a descent clicker with great potential. I am
hoping that the devs will add material in the future.

The achievements too easy to get, if you care about this kind of thing.

It's worth the money; I recommend it.
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